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“This is why community cannot arise from the domain of work. One does not produce it, one experiences or one is 
constituted by it as the experience of finitude.  Community understood as a work or through its works would 
presuppose that the common being, such as, be objectifiable and producible (in sites, persons, buildings, discourses, 
Institutions, symbols: in short in subjects). Products derived from operations of this kind, however grandiose they 
seek to be and sometimes manage to be, have no more communitarian existence than the plaster busts of 
Marianne’.1 
 
Lab Group D’s dynamics resided in the performativity within a group of relatively unknown individuals working toward 
an assessed and therefore risk associated project whilst carrying all the consequent challenges of collective 
preparatory activity. Internal tensions and contradictions quickly became evident - as is normal whilst working within a 
large group – as we flayed amidst the metaphoric sea of concepts trying to determine a common theoretical 
denominator. What issue(s) could we anchor both our combined individual philosophies and a collaborative group 
presentation to? What theme, which theory, where was our message and what would our collective signature look 

and sound like? During further discussions we dismissed the seemingly disingenuous and forced (certainly at this 
initial stage) notions of objecthood and production therefore enabling us to challenge each other conceptually without 
apparent offense and/or hostility in what would be the basis of our research of what actually constitutes ‘a group’. We 
all agreed to embrace the individual contribution whilst working towards a coalescent aesthetic, hopefully 
circumnavigating clichés and avoiding dilution of concepts, ideas and ambitions. Cerebrally and geographically we 
would be sharing common ground for the duration of the research. We had all navigated ourselves towards Lab 
Group D (as opposed to A, B or C) yet the only apparent shared bond was the basic fact that we were all working in 
the Visual Cultures Department at Goldsmiths and in the same year. With this tentative link and within this designated 

                                                
1 Nancy J., L. The Inoperative Community Ed. Connor P., Garbus L., Holland M., Sawhey S. University of Minnesota Press 1991 pg 31 



artificial structure set within the university, our meetings were intellectually volatile, discursive and problematic yet 
inspiring. 
 
‘It is a groundless “ground”, less in the sense that it opens up the gaping chasm an abyss than that it is made up only 
of the network, the interweaving, and the sharing singularities: Ungrund rather than Abgrund, but no less 
vertiginous”.2 
 
Paradoxically before Christmas 2007 Lab Group D decided to renegotiate our non- object stance; we elected to 
produce postcards to send to a chosen member of our group who would be remaining in London over the festive 
period. We used this tactic mainly as a starting point and to involve an outside network (the postal system) in the role 
of a  ‘sleeping yet active carrier‘. Through these postcards our aim was to garner further information about one 
another through myths and stories to be regurgitated through future laboratory sessions. 
 
“This condition applies, as it should be clear by now, not only to the postal system; it applies to sending, 
communicating or writing in general, in every possible form (computer-generated texts, everyday speech, works of 
literature, philosophical treatises, etc.) ‘The condition for it to arrive’, Derrida writes in reference to the postcard, ‘is 
that it ends up and even that it begins by not arriving’ (PC29). And this condition is a general condition of texts, of 
every encounter with a text, whether in the form of reading or writing, sending or receiving. “This is how it is to be 
read’, as Derrida puts it (ibid), which could be another way of saying, “I am whatever you say I am’ ”3 
 
This postcard exchange was a success in terms of revealing new arenas for discussion and offering differing 
channels for exploration especially on the centripetal force. We had consciously invited an outside influence (the 
postal system) and it had delivered the gifts back to the centre, to our designated host member. Using the postcard 
as a vehicle we all had a story to tell4 and we sat weekly in circles listening, contributing and dramatizing these 
stories. Eventually we expanded the invitation from our circle to Lab Groups A, B and C in the form of a postcard to 
invite them to the interim Lab presentation. Circles, performativity, holes, confrontation, endless theorizing, stories, 
seemed to be our forte. We were reticent to label ourselves too quickly or make rash conclusions in regards of our 
presentational aims. If such proclamations arose, the session would degenerate into vehement denials and 
accusations of false assumptions. Meanwhile we held social events and engaged in rituals in an effort to get to know 
one another and pursue questions of what qualities constitute a ‘group’, all the while with a close analytical eye on 
Jean Luc Nancy’s Inoperative Community text.  
 
‘The circle has already put us on the trail of time and of that which, by way of the circle, circulates between the gift 
and time. One of the most powerful and ineluctable representations, at least in the history of metaphysics, is the 
representation as time as a circle. Time would always be a process or a movement in the form of a circle or the 
sphere5’. 
 
For the final presentation we wanted to concentrate on the absence of ourselves, our excavation of interwoven 
experience displaying the process of group formation rather than a product or object. This could be perceived as a 
non-egotistical / non-hierarchical statement or by its very nature of being accountable to the presentation process -
the exact opposite.  

                                                
2  Nancy J.,L. The Inoperative Community  Ed. Connor P., Garbus L., Holland M., Sawhey S. University of Minnesota Press 1991 pg 31 
3 Lucy N.  A Derrida Dictionary Blackwell Publishing 2004 (pg.98)  
4 The postcard I had originally sent to Naha (host) was a scene of a dark lamp-lit street – nothing extraordinary except a road scarred with potholes. This 
street is in Blackburn Lancashire (Albany Road), my hometown and taken on a mobile phone one Christmas night. On the reverse of the card was a clipping 
from a national newspaper from the 1960’s claiming that Blackburn had the worst roads in Britain and the council had gone statistic-crazy by announcing 
that each member of the population equated to one 26% of a hole. 
On the reverse was a copy of The Beatles song lyrics ‘A Day In The Life’ and contains lines written by John Lennon: 
‘I heard the news today Oh Boy! 
4000 holes in Blackburn Lancashire 
And though the holes were rather small 
They had to count them all, 
So now they know how many holes it takes to fill the Albert Hall”. 
 
This road was also holds a sadness in my personal history. 
This road was also holds a sadness  
I couldn’t help to be struck by the future talking to the past about the future that would become a tragic past. 
Holes and nodes and future time and present overlapping / enveloping and occurring simultaneously bringing both the metaphoric and literal into play   
5 Derrida J. Given Time: Counterfeit Money University of Chicago Press 1994 pg8  



By including used coffee cups, discarded wrappers, sound installations of the heated, excitable, banal and often 
incomprehensible aborted and abandoned theories and concepts we created a ‘nonument’6 to the seemingly 
irrelevant, yet allowing the ‘ordinarily lost’ centre stage. By challenging structures of hierarchy in regards of thought, 
concepts etc. – we wanted to diminish with our perceived sovereignty whilst accepting this would be a failure, as we 
would need to reveal something at the final presentation. By the act of presenting something and exposing both our 
ephemera and temporality (regarding the project), we willingly negated our non-sovereign non-hierarchical concept - 
but we were always aware of the consequence of our (non) actions. The final presentation became a memento mori 
to our transience. 
 
‘The passage into mystery always refreshes. If, when we work, we can look once a day upon the face of mystery, 
then our labour satisfies. We are lightened when our gifts rise from pools we cannot fathom. Then we know they are 
not a solitary egotism and they are inexhaustible. Anything contained within a boundary must contain as well its own 
exhaustion’.7 
 
Audience participation was crucial. We didn’t want to work within a void neglecting valuable constructive and critical 
engagement. The viewers / audience were imperative to our concept (hopefully in a non-manipulative manner) their 

participation on the day was as vital as Lab Group D members. Our intention was to stand alongside our hole in time 
at Goldsmiths. Present yet respecting our future absence, warmly greeting our ghosts and encouraging their slipping 
and seeping into the history and academic fabric of the building. The presentation room artificially contained our 
essence as we condensed months of laughter, debate and forced intimacy fabricated into an hour-long sound 
installation devoid of morbidity but presenting a celebratory gift of mourning.  
 
‘It is not surprising that at this limit the only thing to respond to the communal obsession was an accursed isolation of 
lovers and of the artist. The sole answer in a tragic mode, to the haunting experience of communality that had just 
proven to lead directly to the works of death’8. 
 
We acknowledge the death of the project but we also await the imminent birth of a strong professional collective 
intent on a working relationship outside of the system. By initially casting our gaze inward toward our particular hole 
in time, our circle, we understand the logistics of our bond. In many ways the presentation failed but it was a failure 
apriori a failure we expected and cherished as we presented our future absence to an audience whom were rapidly 
becoming past. We have intentionally shown our nonument to passersby to offer a view of the interiority, the bones 
and entire skeleton of Lab Group D.  
 

‘We can only go farther’9. 
 

 
                                                
6 “Conical Intersect’ Matta- Clarks contribution to the Paris Biennale of ’75 manifested his critique of urban gentrification in the form of a radical incision 
through two 17th C adjacent buildings designated for demolition near the much contested Centre Georges Pompidou which was then under construction. For 
this anti- monument or ‘nonument’ which contemplated the poetics of the civil ruin Matta – Clarke bored a  torpedo shaped hole that spiraled back at 45˚ 
angle to exit through the roof offering a view of its internal skeletons.(guggenheimcollection.com) 
7 Lewis H. The Gift Cannongate Books LTD., GB 2006 pg 20  
8 Nancy J.,L. The Inoperative Community  Ed. Connor P., Garbus L., Holland M., Sawhey S. University of Minnesota Press 1991 pg 4  
9Nancy J.,L. The Inoperative Community  Ed. Connor P., Garbus L., Holland M., Sawhey S. University of Minnesota Press 1991 pg 6  


